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If you don’t know the story of Alice & Woody here is an update: The story of Alice & Woody….Alice was a 12
week old kitten when she was rescued by a kind man in Virginia. She was found near death with maggots in both of
her eyes leaving her blind. She was nursed to health and was spayed and had one of her eyes removed and the search
was on to find her a home. Her supporters looked to Rustic Hollow to take her in and we agreed. I spoke to a rescue
in Dubuque, Iowa and told her I needed a gentle, loving 12 week old kitten to be a companion to this youngster, since
R.H. does not usually have any kittens at all. They both arrived a week apart and when Alice was introduced to
Woody she established that she was the ‘boss lady’ right away.
But little Woody is so laid back, he did not care. From there, a wonderful, sweet and beautiful relationship formed.
All of Alice and Woody’s supporters back in VA came up with a delightful idea that they would be engaged and married. One person handcrafted a tiny black top hat, a tiny bridal veil, a tiny pillow with two rings, and sent it to their
wedding planner, our own Connie Phillis. And staffer Liz Wenger and her husband Rob built a special room just for
these two adorable kittens in The Kat Barn. And, Alice wants you to know, she is STILL the boss of the family.

THE WEDDING!
Just before Christmas, 2015, our staff gathered for a monthly birthday party. The birthday staff were probably a bit
overshadowed by The Wedding of Alice and Woody. Here are pictures from that day. It’s not all work, work, work
at Rustic Hollow. Staff had a lot of fun with this special event.
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